
A SUMMARY OF THE MOVIE AMERICAN BEAUTY

American Beauty () on IMDb: Plot summary, synopsis, and more. year- old father, husband and advertising executive
who serves as the film's narrator.

Jane and Angela get out of the car and go inside. A gunshot rings out; Angela hears it in the bathroom. Miller
argues that although some may be over familiar, there is a parodic element at work, "making good on [the
film's] encouragement that viewers look closer". The doorbell rings, and Colonel Fitts opens it to reveal the
two Jims from down the block, who have come bearing a welcome basket. Caught off guard, Lester responds
with a cutting remark that he regrets as soon as Jane leaves the room. When confronted with the gay couple
living two doors down, Col. We then witness a typical morning at the Burnham house: Lester masturbates in
the shower; Carolyn cuts some roses from her garden; Jane researches breast augmentation surgery on line; on
the drive to work and school, Lester huddles in the backseat while his wife and daughter ride in the front. One
night after sex, while Ricky records her, Jane talks to Ricky about how unsatisfying her life is and how
indifferent her parents seem toward her and each other. They nearly sleep together, but it would have been
Angela's first time, so they don't do. On the cusp of having sex with Angela, he returns to himself after she
admits her virginity. His mother is practically catatonic we don't know why and his father, Frank Chris Cooper
, is a hardline retired colonel who watches Ricky's every move. Fitts displays a distinctly bigoted attitude. He
loved his wife and child, had noble aspirations, and expected a different kind of life. Never underestimate the
power of denial os inhibitor-senses. We then transition into the actual plot, which focuses on the last year in
the life of a man named Lester Burnham. The two begin a sexual relationship. Lights, camera, action! Ricky
stares directly into Lester's eyes, seemingly fascinated with his corpse, before he and the crying Jane leave.
When Lester returns, Jane tells him that his behavior around Angela embarrasses her. Carolyn meets real
estate rival Buddy Kane Peter Gallagher for a business lunch and ends up beginning an affair with him, and
later takes up shooting lessons a suggestion of Kane's. The performances all walk the line between parody and
simple realism; Thora Birch and Wes Bentley are the most grounded, talking in the tense, flat voices of kids
who can't wait to escape their homes. Fitts beats Ricky. Buddy and Carolyn are found out by Lester, who
seems to be mostly unfazed by his wife's infidelity. Lester decides not to deflower this American beauty mc
resolve-change. Ricky comes up and introduces himself to Jane, ignoring Angela. Instead of big moments
such as weddings and births, he and we sees small things: his grandmother's hands, Jane's Halloween costume
as a kid, and Carolyn riding a carnival ride. Ball produced around 40 pages, [64] but stopped when he realized
it would work better as a film. Would you come with me? Frank Fitts becomes suspicious of Lester and
Ricky's friendship and later finds his son's footage of a nude Lester lifting weights, which Ricky captured by
chance. There is also the question of how Lester has diedâ€”or will die. An avowed homophobic-he brutally
evicts his son from their home. Also sexually frustrated, Carolyn has an affair that takes her from "cold
perfectionist" to a more carefree soul who "[sings] happily along with" the music in her car. That afternoon,
when Lester is at work at Mr. When Lester and Carolyn get home, Angela surprises Lester in the kitchen and -
to his delight - flirts with him. Lester himself is a self-described loser: boring, faceless and easy to forget. The
girls' friendship wanes after Jane starts a relationship with Ricky; they bond over what Ricky considers the
most beautiful imagery he has ever filmed: a plastic bag blowing in the wind. When she attempts to castigate
him for his behavior, he viciously insults her and essentially tells her to support his lifestyle or leave. Two gay
men, who are thoughtful and kind, live on one side of the Burnhams; on the other side, Ricky lives with
another version of disturbed parents: an abused and deeply depressed mother and a retired, Marine father Chris
Cooper who bullies his son, is expressively homophobic, and collects guns and Nazi era memorabilia.
Smiley's, a presumably post-coital Carolyn and Buddy drive up to order some food. Lester compassionately
rebuffs his advances, unaware of the impossible circumstances os catalyst in which the Colonel now os
forewarnings-present finds himself. It seems that Ricky was previously caught doing drugs and then
eventually ended up in a mental hospital, so his dad keeps a close eye on his activities. Ricky, perhaps wanting
to see just how little his father cares about him, tells his father that it's true, that he is indeed prostituting
himself. And I can't feel anything but gratitude for every single moment of my stupid little life. Lester retires
to the bar to get drunk.


